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1 Introduction
Since light-cone gauge string eld theory is a completely gauge xed theory, there is no
problem in formulating it in noncritical dimensions. It should be possible to nd the
worldsheet theory in the conformal gauge describing such a string theory, in which the
spacetime Lorentz invariance shall be broken. In [1, 2], we have constructed the longitudinal
part of the worldsheet theory which we call the X CFT. The X CFT turns out to be
a conformal eld theory with the right central charge so that the whole worldsheet theory
is BRST invariant. The light-cone gauge superstring eld theory in noncritical dimensions
can be used [3{6] to regularize the so-called contact term divergences [7{11], in the case of


















Figure 1. A string diagram with 3 incoming, 2 outgoing strings and 3 loops.
In this paper, we would like to study the X CFT on higher genus Riemann surfaces.
In a previous paper [12], we have dealt with the bosonic X CFT on higher genus Riemann
surfaces, but we have not investigated its properties in detail. In this paper, we will dene
and calculate the correlation functions of bosonic and supersymmetric X CFT on higher
genus Riemann surfaces and explore various properties of the theory. The results in this
paper will be used in a forthcoming publication, in which we discuss the dimensional
regularization of the multiloop amplitudes of light-cone gauge superstring eld theory.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the bosonic X CFT is
studied. We calculate the correlation functions based on the results in [12]. In section 3,
we deal with the supersymmetric X CFT. In [2], we have given a way to calculate the
correlation functions of the supersymmetric X CFT on a surface of genus 0, but it is a
bit unwieldy. In this paper, we develop an alternative method to calculate them, apply
it to higher genus case and explore various properties of the supersymmetric X CFT.
Section 4 is devoted to discussions. In the appendices, we give details of denitions and
calculations which are not included in the text.
2 Bosonic X CFT
It is straightforward to calculate the amplitudes of light-cone gauge bosonic string eld the-
ory perturbatively by using the old-fashioned perturbation theory and Wick rotation. Each
term in the expansion corresponds to a light-cone gauge Feynman diagram for strings. A
typical diagram is depicted in gure 1. A Wick rotated g-loop N -string diagram is confor-
mally equivalent to an N punctured genus g Riemann surface . The amplitudes are given
by an integral of correlation functions of vertex operators on  over the moduli parameters.
As has been shown in [1, 12], the amplitudes in d 6= 26 dimensions can be cast into
the conformal gauge expression using the worldsheet theory with the eld contents
X+; X ; X i; b; c; b; c ; (2.1)
in which the reparametrization ghosts b; c;b; c and the longitudinal variables X are added
to the original light-cone variables Xi (i = 1; : : : ; d   2). The worldsheet action for the
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where the Liouville eld  is given by
  ln   4@X+ @X+  ln (2g^zz) ; (2.4)
and R^ is the scalar curvature derived from the metric g^. The theory with the action (2.2)
turns out to be a conformal eld theory which we call the X CFT.
In order for the action to be well-dened, ds2 =  4@X+ @X+dzdz should be a well-
dened metric on the worldsheet at least at generic points. Hence we should always consider










with p+r 6= 0 (r = 1;    ; N) and N  3. The amplitudes with such insertions correspond
to light-cone diagrams with external lines at z = Zr which have string length r = 2p
+
r .
With the insertion of these vertex operators, X+ possesses a classical background
X+cl (z; z) =  
i
2
( (z) +  (z)) ; (2.6)



















Here E(z; w) is the prime form, ! is the canonical basis of the holomorphic abelian dif-
ferentials and 
 is the period matrix of the surface.1 The base point P0 is arbitrary. For
notational convenience, we introduce















rg (z; Zr) : (2.9)
Notice that g (z; w) is a function of z and not z, but that of both of w and w.
(z) coincides with the coordinate on the light-cone diagram dened as follows. A
light-cone diagram consists of cylinders which correspond to propagators of closed strings.
On each cylinder, one can introduce a complex coordinate  whose real part coincides with
the Wick rotated light-cone time iX+ and imaginary part parametrizes the closed string

















at each time. The 's on the cylinders are smoothly connected except at the interaction
points and we get a complex coordinate  on .  is not a good coordinate around the
punctures and the interaction points on the light-cone diagram. The interaction points
z = zI (I = 1;    ; 2g   2 +N) are characterized by the equation
@(zI) = 0 : (2.10)
Since
ds2 =  4@X+cl @X+cl dzdz = j@j2 dzdz (2.11)
provides a well-dened metric on the worldsheet except for the points z = Zr, zI , we can
make   well-dened.
2.1 Correlation functions on higher genus Riemann surfaces
As has been demonstrated in [1], all the properties of the worldsheet theory of the longi-
































The correlation functions are normalized by being divided by the factor
 
ZX [g^zz]




which coincides with the partition function of the worldsheet theory when d = 26: As
is explained in appendix A, taking the integration contours of X appropriately, we can
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24
 [g^zz ;  i2 (+)] : (2.14)
Therefore we need to calculate  

g^zz;   i2 (+ )

to get the correlation function.
Since the metric (2.11) is singular at z = Zr; zI as mentioned above, one gets a divergent
result if one naively substitutes   i2 (+ ) into X+ in (2.3). One way to deal with the
divergences may be to regularize them as was done in [14]. An alternative way is to




























Figure 2. The contours CI .
Here I labels the internal lines of the light-cone diagram  and CI denotes the contour
going around it as depicted in gure 2. TI is dened as
TI = TI + iII ; (2.16)
where TI denotes the length of the I-th internal line and I , I denote the string-length and
the twist angle for the propagator. TI 's and  TI 's should satisfy some linear constraints
so that the variation corresponds to that of the shape of a light-cone diagram. TLiouville(z)
denotes the energy-momentum tensor corresponding to the Liouville action (2.3) given as
TLiouville(z) = (@(z))2   2 (@   @ ln g^zz) @(z) ; (2.17)
where  is now given as
 = ln j@j2   ln (2g^zz) : (2.18)
It is possible to calculate the right hand side of (2.15) and integrate it with respect to the
variation to get  . By doing so, we can x the form of   as a function of the parameter
TI 's. Imposing the factorization conditions in the limit where some of the TI 's become
innity, it is possible to x   completely. By this method, we can calculate   without
encountering divergent constants.
Such a computation was performed in [12] and we can evaluate   by using the results.




2   2@2 ln j@j2   (@ ln g^zz)2 + 2@2 ln g^zz
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denotes the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor of a free
boson X. On the other hand, the partition function ZX [g^zz] satises























Comparing (2.21), (2.22) and (2.15), we get
e   / ZLC  ZX 24 ; (2.23)
up to a possibly divergent multiplicative factor.
Taking g^zz to be the Arakelov metric g
A
zz, Z
X [g^zz] was calculated in [15{20] and its
explicit form is
ZX [gAzz]
24 = ecge2() ; (2.24)
























and cg is a numerical constant which depends on g. Here z^i (i = 1; : : : ; g) and w^ are









!   : (2.26)
 denotes the vector of Riemann constants for P0. The denitions of the Arakelov metric
gAzz and the Arakelov Green's function G
A(z;w) are given in appendix B. Also taking g^zz
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r<s



















N rr00 denotes one of the Neumann coecients and is given by














































and zI(r) denotes the coordinate of the interaction point at which the r-th external line













@2 (zI) 3 ; (2.30)

















































Once we know the correlation function of the form (2.31), it is possible to calculate
other correlation functions by dierentiating it with respect to p+r ; p
 














































































It is easy to see that for any functional F [X+] that can be expressed in terms of the
derivatives of X+ and the Fourier modes e ipX+ satisfying
F [X+ + c] = F [X+] (c = const.) ; (2.34)





























































































































































= (z) + 0 (g (z; Z0)  g (z; ZN+1)) : (2.38)

































































































We can go ahead and calculate the correlation function involving two @X 's as
*


























































































which can be formally written as











































In this way, it is possible in principle to evaluate all the correlation functions of X+, X 





 ip s X+(ws; ws) starting from (2.31). Therefore
with the denition of the path integral (A.7) given in appendix A and the anomaly factor  
given in (2.30), we can in principle evaluate all the correlation functions of the worldsheet
theory of X.
The worldsheet theory of X thus dened turns out to be a conformal eld theory





































has the following properties:
 TX(z) is regular at z = zI , if there is no operator insertion there.


















  ip r X+(Zr: Zr) :







(z   z0)4 +
1




These facts can be derived by calculating the expectation value of the energy-momentum
tensor and their OPE's as carried out in appendix C.
Therefore the worldsheet theory with the eld contents (2.1) becomes a CFT with
vanishing central charge. This implies that together with the energy-momentum tensor








+ TLC) + bc@c
i
; (2.46)
and obtain a well-dened formulation in the conformal gauge.
3 Supersymmetric X CFT
In the case of superstrings [2], it is also possible to consider the theory in noncritical
dimensions and construct the conformal gauge formulation corresponding to it. The action

















Here the supercoordinate z is given by
z = (z; ) ; (3.2)
where  is the Grassmann odd partner of z. The supereld X (z; z) is dened as

























































which is the super Liouville action dened for variable  with the background metric
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Zr = (Zr;r) ; ws = (ws; s) : (3.8)
(z) which appears on the last line in (3.6) is the supersymmetric version of (z) in (2.7).






we can dene the supercoordinate  on the light-cone diagram
  (; ) : (3.10)
As in the bosonic case, in order to calculate the correlation functions of the CFT, we
need to obtain  super




















3.1 Evaluation of e  super on the sphere
When the worldsheet is a Riemann surface of genus 0, we can employ the coordinate z on




2 ;   i2 (+ )






















+ c:c: ; (3.11)
which is the supersymmetric version of (2.15). Here S (z;) is the super Schwarzian deriva-
tive given by







In [22, 23], an approach similar to [14] was employed to get  super

1
2 ;   i2 (+ )

. Since
it is quite tedious to get  super

1
2 ;   i2 (+ )

by these methods, we will look for an-
other approach.




r ln (z  Zr) ; z  Zr  z   Zr   r : (3.13)
This can be written as





r ln (z   Zr) ;




z   Zr : (3.15)
When all the Grassmann parameters r vanish, the worldsheet theory can be described



















g^zz;   i2 (b + b)

is the anomaly factor in the bosonic case given in (2.30). Since
 

g^zz;   i2 (b + b)

is known, the  super

g^zz;   i2 (+ )

can be obtained if we can derive
how  super

g^zz;   i2 (+ )

changes under the deformation 
Zr; 0; Zr; 0
!  Zr;r; Zr; r (r = 1;    ; N) (3.17)
of the moduli parameters.
In the bosonic case, the moduli of the punctured Riemann surfaces can be parametrized
either by the coordinates Zr; Zr (r = 1;   N) of the punctures modulo the SL(2;C) trans-
formations or by





























and their complex conjugates T (b)I , where z(b)I (I = 1;   N   2) are the coordinates of the
interaction points which are labeled so that T (b)I coincide with TI in (2.16). T (b)I , T (b)I are
the natural parameters describing the moduli space from the light-cone gauge point of view
and   is derived by considering how it changes under the variations of them. Therefore
in order to calculate  super, we need a supersymmetric version of (3.18). In [22{24], it is
shown that the moduli space of the punctured super Riemann surfaces can be parametrized
by
 TI ; TI ; I ; I instead of  Zr;r; Zr; r. TI (I = 1;    ; N   3) are given as
TI =  (zI+1)   (zI) ; (3.19)
where zI (I = 1;   N   2) are the supercoordinates of the interaction points dened in
appendix D, and TI are their complex conjugates. The denitions of the odd supermoduli
I ; I are also given in appendix D.




 TI ; TI ; I ; I are related to each other. In order to do so, we consider
a tree-level light-cone gauge amplitude for type II superstring theory in 10 dimensions with
external lines corresponding to the states
i1 n1    
i1 n1    j1 s1     
j1
 s1    j0ir (r = 1;    ; N) : (3.20)
The light-cone diagram corresponds to a sphere with N punctures which should be consid-
ered as a super Riemann surface.  (z) given in (3.13) is the map from the sphere to the





   VN  ZN ;N ; ZN ; NC[1 (3.21)







over the moduli parameters. The moduli space of the punctured super Riemann surface




(r = 1; : : : ; N) modded out by the
superprojective transformations. Here Vr denotes the vertex operator for the state (3.20)






























ln (Zr   Zs) ; (3.24)






















is expressed as a superconformal
transform of Vr
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TLC (z)  2S (z;b)
#
: (3.26)
Here TLC(z) = TLCB (z) + T
LC
F (z) is the super energy-momentum tensor in the transverse
directions,
v (z; ) =  2 f (z)
@b (z)
;



























































































it is straightforward to show
UrAi(b) nU 1r = Ai n ; UrBj(b) s U 1r = Bj s ; (3.29)
and
Ure


























ln (Zr   Zs) : (3.31)










































































































































F (w) ; (3.35)





















































































































































From (3.37), we can see that the variation (3.17) of the moduli parameters can be realized

















UI UI : (3.39)
(3.38) is exactly the superconformal transformation which induces the odd moduli
I ; I [22{24]. The insertions of T
LC
F
TLCF at the interaction points in light-cone gauge
perturbation theory arise by integrating superspace correlation function over the odd mod-
uli parameters I ; I . (3.39) corresponds to the shift of TI and TI because of the varia-
tion (3.17). Hence the parameters TI ; TI ; I ; I parametrize the punctured super Riemann
surface and the variations of these parameters are implemented by the insertions of the
operators (3.38) and (3.39).
Derivation of  super. It is now possible to evaluate  super. In terms of the parametriza-
tion
 TI ; TI ; I ; I, the variation (3.17) corresponds to
T (b)I ; T (b)I ; 0; 0

!  TI ; TI ; I ; I : (3.40)
From the discussion above, we can see that such a variation can be implemented by inserting














































The second factor on the right hand side can easily be evaluated from (3.37) with Vr = 1



















































































































































































+ c:c: : (3.45)








































































































































































































































Notice that the integrand in the second line is not a one-form. Therefore in deforming the
contour in the third line, we should take account of the contribution from z =1, around





















































Zr   Zs : (3.50)
The result (3.49) coincides with the one from the calculations in [2, 22, 23].
3.2 e  super for higher genus Riemann surfaces
Let us now consider e  super on a higher genus Riemann surface . All that we need to
evaluate (3.6) is the partition function with Grassmann odd parameters r 6= 0.2  (z) is
now given by










g(z; z0)  g  z; z0  0S  z; z0 : (3.52)
2In the higher genus case, r's, i.e. the Grassmann odd components of the punctures are not enough to
parametrize the Grassmann odd directions of the supermoduli space. Therefore what we evaluate here is

















g(z; z0) is dened in (2.8) and S (z; z0) is the Green's function of the worldsheet fermions
of the spin structure . Here we deal with the case in which all the external lines are in the
NS-NS sector and  is an even spin structure. S (z; w) is therefore equal to the so-called
Szego kernel
S (z; w) =
1
E (z; w)













































































































































































































+ c:c: : (3.57)
We do not know a good identity like (3.48) to rewrite this expression further using super-
space variables.
The normalization of the correlation function (3.6) is dened by the third line of (3.6)

















3.3 Correlation functions of supersymmetric X CFT
We can proceed in the same say as in the bosonic case and calculate the correlation functions

















































































































































0 (z) =  (z) + 0

g (z; Z0)  0S (z; Z0)



















In this way, it is possible to evaluate all the correlation functions of X+;X  with the
source terms e ip
+
r X (Zr; Zr), e ip
 
s X+(ws; ws) starting from (3.6). The worldsheet theory
of X thus dened turns out to be a superconformal eld theory with the central charge






: @X+DX  (z) : +1
2



































and +(z) is given in (3.5). It is possible to show that this has the following properties:
 TX (z) is regular at z = ~zI , if there is no operator insertion there.





r X  ip r X+(Zr; Zr)
   r
(z  Zr)2












 ip+r X  ip r X+(Zr; Zr) :






























which corresponds to the super Virasoro algebra with the central charge c^ = 12  d.
These facts can be derived by calculating the expectation value of the energy-momentum
tensor and their OPE's. Some of the details of these calculations are given in appendix E.
It follows that combined with the transverse variables X i (z;z) (i = 1; : : : ; d  2), the total
central charge of the system becomes c^ = 10. This implies that with the ghost superelds
B (z) and C (z) dened as
B(z) = (z) + b(z) ; C(z) = c(z) + (z) ; (3.64)






































In this paper, we have studied the longitudinal part of the worldsheet theory corresponding
to the light-cone gauge string eld theory in noncritical dimensions, on higher genus Rie-
mann surfaces. We have dened and calculated the correlation functions of both bosonic
and supersymmetric cases and shown that they have the right properties to be used to
describe the theory in noncritical dimensions.
In order to analyze the supersymmetric case, we have proposed a way to calculate  super
which is much simpler than those proposed in [22, 23] or [2]. The correlation functions in
the higher genus case are quite complicated because we have not been able to nd a way to
express it in terms of the supereld (z) so far. It seems easy to generalize our method to
the N = 2 case and calculate the anomaly factor on higher genus Riemann surfaces. Such
a calculation will be useful for studying the amplitudes involving Ramond sector elds [25]
or amplitudes in Green-Schwarz formalism [26{30].
With the X CFT studied in this paper, it is possible to describe the conformal gauge
formulation of the light-cone gauge theory in noncritical dimensions. We can construct
the nilpotent BRST charge and rewrite the light-cone gauge amplitudes in terms of the
conformal gauge worldsheet theory. The amplitudes in noncritical dimensions can be used
to regularize various divergences in a gauge invariant way. In [3{6], we have dealt with the
contact term divergences of the tree amplitudes. The results in this paper shall be used in
analyzing the higher-loop superstring amplitudes in separate publications.
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A Denition of the path integral of X variables
In this appendix, we explain how to dene the path integral on the right hand side of (2.12)
following [12]. Since the action of X variables is not bounded below, we need to take the
integration contours of X carefully to dene the path integral. Let us rst recapitulate





dz ^ dz i  @X+ @X  + @X  @X+ : (A.1)


























































where Xcl (z; z) are solutions to the equations of motion with the source terms
@ @X+cl (z; z) =  i
X
r
p+r ( 2i)2(z   Zr) ;
@ @X cl (z; z) =  i
X
s
p s ( 2i)2(z   zs) : (A.4)
In order to derive (A.3), we decompose the variable X as
X(z; z) = Xcl (z; z) + x
 + X(z; z) ; (A.5)
where x + X(z; z) are the uctuations around the solutions withZ
dz ^ dz
p
g^X = 0 : (A.6)
Integrals over X are expressed as those over x and X. In (A.2), we take the integration
contours of x and X+   X  to be along the real axis and that of X+ + X  to be
along the imaginary axis. Then (A.2) becomes well-dened and is evaluated to be (A.3).
Based on this denition of the path integral (A.2), it is possible to evaluate (2.12) as





























































and expressed in terms of the correlation functions of the theory in the critical dimensions.
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B Arakelov metric and Arakelov Green's function
In this appendix, we give the denitions of the Arakelov metric and the Arakelov Green's
function, following [17, 31].








We note that Z

dz ^ dz izz = 1 ; (B.2)
which follows from Z

! ^ ! =  2i Im 
 : (B.3)
The Arakelov metric on ,
ds 2A = 2g
A
zzdzdz ; (B.4)
is dened so that its scalar curvature RA   2gAzz@ @ ln gAzz satises
gAzzR
A =  8(g   1)zz : (B.5)
This condition determines gAzz only up to an overall constant, which we will choose later.
The Arakelov Green's function GA(z; z;w; w) with respect to the Arakelov metric is
dened to satisfy
 @z@zGA(z; z;w; w) = 22(z   w)  2zz ;Z

dz ^ dz izzGA(z; z;w; w) = 0 : (B.6)
One can obtain a more explicit form of GA(z; z;w; w) by solving (B.6) for GA(z; z;w; w).
Let F (z; z;w; w) be the
  12 ; 12   12 ; 12 form on   dened as














jE(z; w)j2 : (B.7)
It is easy to show
@z@z lnF (z; z;w; w) =  2i2(z   w)  2gzz : (B.8)
Putting eqs. (B.8) and (B.5) together, we nd that GA(z; z;w; w) is given by












up to an additive constant independent of z; z and w; w. This possible additive constant
can be absorbed into the ambiguity in the overall constant of gAzz mentioned above. It is
required that (B.9) holds exactly as it is [17, 18, 31]. This implies that
2gAzz = limw!z exp
 GA(z; z;w; w)  ln jz   wj2 ; (B.10)

















C Calculations of correlation functions of bosonic X CFT
In this appendix, we calculate the correlation functions involving the energy-momentum







We evaluate the relevant quantities starting from the expectation value h@X  (z)i which



















In the following, various quantities dened by using 0 given in (2.38) instead of  in (2.7)
will be denoted by attaching a prime. We also dene
@Z0 ~g (Z0; ZN+1) 
@
@Z0







@ZN+1 ~g (ZN+1; Z0) 
@
@ZN+1







which make the following calculations look simpler.
In order to get h@X  (z)i, we need the following expansions in terms of 0:





(g (zI ; Z0)  g (zI ; ZN+1)) +O(20) ;
z0
I(0)


























+O  30 ; (C.3)





(g (zI(r) ; Z0)  g (zI(r) ; ZN+1)  g (Zr; Z0) + g (Zr; ZN+1))
+O(20) ;












@Z0 ~g (Z0; ZN+1) +O(20) ;


















= @2(zI) + 0
@2
@z2I


























































































Here z0I (I = 1; : : : ; 2g 2+N), z0I(0) , z0I(N+1) are the interaction points for 0, which behave
as z0I ! zI , z0I(0) ! Z0, z0I(N+1) ! ZN+1 in the limit 0 ! 0 respectively.
We also need the formula for the variation of  W 0, which is the  W in (2.28) dened
for 0. Comparing the behavior of the Schwarzian derivative for z  zI
  2f; zg  3






derived from @ (z)  @2 (zI) (z   zI) + 12@3 (zI) (z   zI)2 with
  2f; zg  3





( W ) ; (C.7)


























@(ZN+1)  2@ZN+1 ~g (ZN+1; Z0) +O(0) :
































































Br (z; z)  1
r
(g (Zr; z)  g (zI(r) ; z)) + c:c: ;










g (zI ; z) + c:c: : (C.10)
Notice that h@X  (z)i is meromorphic with respect to z.
C.2 Energy-momentum tensor
Now let us check if the energy-momentum tensor TX

of the X CFT dened in (2.45)
satises the desired properties.

































































































Since (C.11) can be considered as the generating function of correlation functions with
one TX

(z) insertion, we can deduce various properties of TX

from it. The rst thing
we check is whether TX

(z) is singular at z = zI . Even if there are no operator insertions
at z = zI , (C.9) implies that @X
  (z) is singular there. It will be disastrous for BRST
quantization of the worldsheet theory, if TX































@ (z)  (z   zI)@2(zI) + 1
2





3On the right hand side of the rst equation in (C.14), the sum
P






































With (C.6), (C.12) and (C.13), this implies that TX

(z) is not singular at z = zI .

























@ (z)  r




































































































































































































































  2f; zg    1





































(Zr; Zr) : (C.22)


















  ip r X+(Zr: Zr) :
(C.23)
Finally we examine if the energy-momentum tensor TX

(z) satises the Virasoro alge-
bra. In order to do so, we rst derive the OPE of @X  (z) @X  (z0). From the correlation
function



































we get the OPE






















































  regular ; (C.26)







(z   z0)4 +
1
(z   z0)2 2T
  z0+ 1
z   z0@T
X  z0 ; (C.27)
which coincides with the Virasoro algebra with central charge 28   d as desired.
D Interaction points and the odd moduli
In this appendix, we present the basic facts about the interaction points and the odd moduli
in the light-cone supersheet formalism [22{24, 32].
For the supersheet coordinate
 (z) = b (z) + f (z) ; (D.1)
we dene ~zI such that @ (~zI) = @D (~zI) = 0. Since
@ = @b + @f ;
@D = @f + @2b ; (D.2)
























= 0. The  coordinate
corresponding to ~zI is given as














The interaction point zI = (zI ; I) which is superconformal covariant is the one such
that for some Grassmann odd ~I
^ (z) =  (z)   (~zI)  ( (z)   (~zI)) 
1
4 ~I ; (D.5)




@2^ (zI) (z  zI)2 +    ; (D.6)
around z  zI . Here  = (@) 
1
2 D. Expanding  (z) as
 (z) =  (~zI) + ~+
1
2


















~z = z  ~zI ; ~ =    ~I ; (D.8)
we nd
zI   ~zI =   1
c4
 ;



























~I 's are proportional to the odd supermoduli parameters in the light-cone gauge param-

















From (D.9), we get




D (~zI) ; (D.12)
but since  = D (~zI), we nd
 (zI) =  (~zI) : (D.13)
E Calculations of correlation functions of supersymmetric X CFT
In this appendix, we present some details of the calculation of the correlation functions of
supersymmetric X CFT.



















+N (z; z) +
X
r































































It is straightforward to calculate these terms. Br (z; z) and BI (z; z) essentially coincide
with the bosonic ones
Br (z; z) =
1
r
(g (Zr; z)  g (zI(r) ; z)) + c:c: ;










g (zI ; z) + c:c: :











In order to evaluate N (z; z), we need z
0(b)
I(0)




, which is given by the second
equation in (C.3). Using this, it is straightforward to get































+ c:c: : (E.4)






does not involve Z0 or 0 and we do not have to include
the contributions from this term in (E.1). Nr (z; z) and NI (z; z) can be evaluated by simply
calculating the right hand sides of in (E.2). The results are in the form on the left hand

































































































































































































































































































































































+ c:c: : (E.5)
A few comments are in order:
 hDX  (z)i given in (E.1) is meromorphic with respect to z.
 X involves auxiliary eld F as its component. With the action (3.1), the equation
of motion implies F+ = 0. F+ can be nonzero at z = Zr where X  is inserted. (E.1)
implies that the expectation value of F  vanishes even with the sources.
E.1 An expression in terms of the supereld  (z)
It is possible to rewrite hDX  (z)i given in (E.1) in terms of the supereld  (z), the




























 g (~zI(r) ; z)  @g (~zI(r) ; z)
@2DD
(@2)
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  2@2D (g (~zI ; z)) @
3D
(@2)3













































































































































where the derivatives act on the rst arguments of g (~zI(r) ; z) and g (~zI ; z). This expression
shall be useful in doing calculations.
E.2 Energy-momentum tensor
Now we can discuss the properties of the energy-momentum tensor supereld TX(z) given













































































































0@DX+ (w)@X  (z) Dw@z ln (w   z)
1A : (E.9)
It is straightforward to calculate correlation functions of TX (z) and show the prop-
erties of the supersymmetric X CFT mentioned at the end of subsection 3.3, using the
expression (E.1) or (E.6). Since these calculations are not so illuminating, we do not
reproduce them here.
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